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Goals
V To make your own room attractive.

V To learn to keep a room neat.

V To learn to care for your own things.

Zo Improve your Koom
# Make a scarf or set of scarfs for your dresser or dressing table.

# Choose a picture for your room, or frame or make one.

# Make or buy a box for your ribbons and jewelry, or make a storage
item for your dresser drawer.

# Hang up your clothes and put away your shoes.

# Dust your room twice each week with the dusting mitten or cloth
you make.

# Make your bed or help make it each day.

# Give a demonstration at one of your club meetings.

# Keep records in your 4-H record book.

# Exhibit your things on Achievement Day or at a Fair.

University of Arizona
College of Agriculture, Agricultural Extension Service

Chas. U. Pickeral, Director
Cooperative extension work in agriculture and home economics, the University of Arizona

College of Agriculture and the United States Department of Agriculture cooperating.
Distributed in furtherance of the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 30, 1914.
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4-MClubQiH'sKoom
By

Grace Ryan
Extension Home Management Specialist

Jt's \four Koom
The part of the house that you

call your own is very important.
Some day you will be a full-fledged
homemaker with a whole house to
care for. You will want to make
it attractive and to care for it well.
This is a good time to begin to
learn, on one room—the room that
is yours. Express your own ideas
but learn good rules and practices
in room decoration. Follow them,
as you go through your 4-H room-
improvement project.

Plan Before Toy Start
It is always a good idea to plan

changes and decide how to make
them before you begin work on a
room. First of all, talk things over

with your parents. If you share a
room with others, talk things over
with them, too. A room shared
should be pleasing to all who use
it.

Next, make a list of the furnish-
ings you have in the room. Con-
sider the walls, the rugs, the cur-
tains. Are they in good condition?

Check the colors in the room.
Will you need to change them, or
can you ubuild onto'1 the color plan
you now have?

Decide what improvements you
need to make, or can make without
too much work or too much money.
Begin with simple things and plan



changes that you are sure you can
do. Then you will not be discour-
aged or disappointed in results.

After you have talked over your
plans with your parents, and when
you are sure about your needs, fill
out the report sheet in your record
book. It shows what you hope to
accomplish.

Keep Up Your Records
Records give a picture of your

club work. Keep them as you go
along on the pages given in your
regular record book.

Go to the Folr
Show others what you have done

by exhibiting your work at your
own Achievement Day or at the
County Fair. Check all your ex-
hibits before you send them or
take them, asking yourself these
questions:

Did I make the article according
to club directions?

Is it clean, pressed (if necessary)
and neat?

Is it marked with my name and
address?

Keep your Koom JVeat

Gleaning
One of your goals is to keep a

room neat and attractive by dust-
mg chairs, tables, dressers and
small objects twice a week.

Let's make this task easier. One
way is to have handy dusting tools.
Take your choice of fixing either
of two good tools—a dusting mitten
or a "dustless" dust cloth.

Dusting Mitten
A dusting mitten does several

things. It protects your hand from
the dryness of dust. It keeps hands
clean, too. Besides, it gathers and
holds dust on its soft, fluffy surface,
not letting it fly around the room.

A "dustless" dust cloth may not
protect your hands as well as the
mitten, but it catches and holds
dust even better because it has oil
on the surface.

Always store mittens and dust
cloths safely. An oily cloth may
catch fire easily if pushed into a
corner with other soiled pieces of
cloth. Choose a glass jar or a tin
coffee can for storing these house-
cleaning aids. Be sure the con-
tainer has a lid.

Ask your mother for a piece of
a Turkish towel large enough to
cut a strip 14x/2 x 9 inches. Fold
it in two, crosswise, and pin the
raw edges. Shape two corners, as
in Picture 1, page 5.

The rounded side will be the top.
Machine stitch 3 sides of the mitten,
V2 inch in from the edge, leaving
the straight edge open. Turn it
right side out. This makes a small
"sack" to slip over your hand. It



PICTURE I PICTURE 2

leaves much room inside for mov-
ing your fingers as you dust.

This mitten is a "housekeeping"
glove and does not need fine fin-
ishing at the wrist. Turn the un-
hemmed edge to the wrong side,
3/s inch from the edge and with
only one turn. Baste.

It will need to go to the laundry,
so stitch it with 2 rows of stitching.
Make 1 row 1s inch from the rag-
ged edge and 1 row rs inch from
the turned edge. (Picture 2)

A "Dustless" Dust Cloth
Select a thin, soft, lintless piece

of cotton cloth 18 inches square.
You may use a sugar or flour sack
or a new piece of firm cheese-cloth.

Mix the following liquids in a
fruit jar:

1 tablespoon of raw linseed oil
or regular furniture oil

1 tablespoon of kerosene
1 pint of warm water.

—5—

Shake the ingredients well and
dip the clean cloth into the liquid.
Wring it tightly and dry it. Some
oil will cling to the cloth to help
catch dust when you are dusting.

Remember: Store your dust cloth
or mitten as suggested. It is safer.

Assignment: Make either a dusting
mitten or a dustless
cloth. Tell on your re-
port sheet how much
time you used making
either tool, and the
cost of material. Make
a record of the dusting
work on the report
sheet put in your book
for that purpose.

Making A Bed
You can reach another one of

your goals by making, or helping
to make, your bed EACH day!
Nothing makes a room look neater
than a well-made bed.



Every girl should know how to
make a bed that will "stay made."
It is necessary to learn how to place
sheets and to turn and fold their
corners in ''hospital" or "army"
style. This makes the bed look
neat and trim.

Practice the triangle turns until
you can make them easily, quickly,
and smoothly. Ask your leader for
a special leaflet that will tell and
show the steps in bed making.
Later, you may learn a step-saving
method.

Assignment' Practice the triangle
corners when fresh lin-
en is put on the bad.
But tighten these
corners each morning
when you make your
bed. Show on the re-
port sheet how often
you do your bed-mak-
ing task.

To king Core
of Yoyr Clothes

Neatness is one of your club
goals. Place your clothes on hang-
ers in the closet, or in garment
bags which you may have made in
school or in club work.

Shoes deserve good care. Maybe
a shoe rack is what you need to
keep them off the floor. Ask your
leader for a diagram of a shoe rack
which can be made at home. This
is where your father or brother
may help in your project. Make a
record of your work on the report
sheet.

How Aboyt Hobbies?
If you have a hobby, think about

a place to store the items. Large
things need cupboards or shelves,
but you will find that a "hobby
board" is handy for flat souvenirs
such as programs, valentines, cards,
etc. Hobby storage is not required
for your club project but talk it
over and think it over to add neat-
ness in your home.

A "hobby board" can be made of
celotex or wallboard nailed or hung
to the wall.

Assignment: Report care of clothes
and shoes on the re-
port sheet. Also re-
cord the care of your
hobby collection.

Dress Up 1/our Koom
You have been learning about

the "everyday" housework in your
room. Now begin to dress it up.

Pictures

Let's start with a picture which
you may buy, frame, or make.

To choose a good picture already
framed is as valuable a lesson as
to learn to make one. Decide which
is the best and most interesting
way for you to get a picture that
will improve your room.



Suitable Pictures
What pictures are suitable for a

girl's room? The subject may fol-
low your hobby.

For example, if you grow flow-
ers, then flower pictures could be
your choice. If you love horses,
dogs, birds, etc., you may choose
these. Arizona desert scenes make
nice pictures, too.

Check the colors in a picture. If
they are in harmony with color
already in your room they will add
to the good effect.

Study the frame when buying
a picture. Is it so fancy that it
draws attention away from the
story the picture has to tell? Sim-
ple frames are always in good taste.

Making a Picture
Maybe you'd like to make a pic-

ture, using a print you already
have. If so, try the method given
here. We call it finishing a picture
with tape. The process is easy, but
you must do accurate work.

You will need these supplies:

1. A picture or print

2. Roll of mystik tape or "passe-
partout" tape (bought at a
stationer's shop, a school sup-
ply store, or a paint or art
shop. It comes in black,
brown, white and colors.)

3. A glass the size of the print.

4. Two cardboards (about ¥s
inch thick) the size of the
print.

5. Library paste or photograph-
er's paste.

6. A scissors, and pencil and
ruler.

7. Metal hooks for hanging a
picture.

These are the steps in making the
picture:

Step 1. Trim the picture just the
size of the glass. If the print has
light colored margins, it will be
more interesting if you leave the
bottom wider than the remaining
three sides. Trim the cardboards
to this same size. Use your ruler
to make even lines for cutting.

Step 2. Fasten the picture to
the two top corners of one card-
board. Use very little paste, and
press out any paste bubbles.

Step 3. Pierce two small holes
in the extra cardboard to locate the
metal hangers. This cardboard will
be the back of your picture. See
Picture 3, below.

Step 4. Wash and polish the
glass. Cut two pieces of tape from
the roll. Make them 1 inch longer
than the long side of the glass.

Step 5. Stick one tape % inch
in from one edge of the glass if
your picture is 8 inches or larger,
and stick the tape Ik inch in for
smaller pictures. Smooth it on ev-
enly in a straight line. You will
use the free edge later to fasten the

PICTURE 3





DO THIS:

PICTURE 6

NOT THIS:

PICTURE 7

them straight, and choose very fine
wire. Look at Pictures 6 and 7
above.

2. Hang pictures low enough to
be seen at your eye level.

3. Never use a small picture
alone on a large wall space. Use
large spaces for large pictures.

4 In grouping small pictures,
ksep the subjects alike. For in-
stance, put flower pictures together
or bird pictures together.

Arranging Pictures

Practical arrangements for your
pictures are shown m Pictures 8,
9, and 10.

A single picture over the bed.

A
PICTURE 8

Two small pictures on one wall.

• •

PICTURE 9

Several small pictures on one
wall.



Your Dresser Scorf

You may use one large scarf on
a dresser or a vanity table, or a
set of small scarfs to add color and
interest to a room. A scarf also
protects wooden surfaces on furn-
iture.

Choose colors to harmonize with
the room colors. Plan simple scarfs.
Always make them from material
that can be washed.

Materials for Dresser Scarfs

Choose 3̂ our materials from this
list, or from similar fabrics:

Gingham Dotted swiss

Percale Linen

Indian Head Butcher's linen

Poplin Scrim

Cretonne Waffle pique

Marquisette Glazed cottons

Decide on a Design

A scarf of flowered materials,
like you use in curtains, needs no
trimming. Often a plain white or
colored material is decorated across
the ends, or along the front and
across the ends.

Choose simple designs and colors
that match others in the room. Use
only two or three colors for decor-
ation.

Simple embroidery stitches are
best. Select one from drawings on
pages 11 and 12.

If you are skillful with stencils,
you may use a simple design in
one or two colors for your scarf.

Size of a Scarf

Your dresser scarf may be large
enough to cover the entire dresser
or vanity, or it may be from 1%
inches to 2 inches smaller on all
edges. Make it smaller if the wood
is nice and you wish to have it
show.

If the wood is poor, make the
scarf long enough and wide enough
to cover the whole top. Two or
three small mats will show off
beautiful wood to good advantage.

Cutting a Scarf

Decide on the size needed allow-
ing % inch for side hems and 1%
to 2 inches for end hems. Pull
lengthwise and crosswise threads
to make edges even. Cut along
these thread paths.

Measuring and Turning Hem

Turn a hem % inch around all
4 sides of the scarf. Baste in place.
Next turn the side hems V2 inch
and baste. Turn the end hems IV2
or 2 inches for the second turn.
Baste.

Catching the Hem

The hems on dresser scarfs look
much nicer if caught down by
hand. Use matching thread and a
hemming stitch. See Picture 11.

_ 1 0 _





narrow group of rows below the
hem. A nice way to decorate scrim,
marquisette, or plain coarsely-wov-
en cottons.

Bias Bands or Rickrack

Figured Scarf

PICTURE 17

Figured scarf which needs no
trimming but has hand-stitched
hems.

Simple Embroidered Scarf

PICTURE 15

Plain scarf of cotton or scrim,
dotted swiss or marquisette with
bias binding or rickrack, m colors,
stitched on by machine.

Stenciled Designs

PICTURE 18

Simple embroidered scarf with
hand-stiched hems and outline or
couching along the hem.

Vanity or Dresser Sets

PICTURE 16

PICTURE 19

Vanity or dresser sets with even
hems on all ends. Use decorating
ideas offered for long scarfs.

Plain scarf with stenciled design
placed along hand-stitched hem.



issiqivnent Make a dressei scarf
or a set of scarfs. Use
the report sheet to tell
the time spent and the
cost of material

Choose A Dresser item
You have a choice of extra dress-

er items to make or buy Select
from this list:

@ Make or buy a jewelry or trin-
ket box

Dresser Storage
In the stores are man}" small at-

tractive plastic boxes suitable for
drawer storage Also china, glass
and wooden boxes, are useful and
attractive You could select from
these.

Or you may make a covered box.
This is not hard to do. When cov-
ered with gay gift paper—flowered,
striped, or plain—or with bits of
attractive cloth, thev dress up tops
of tables, or dresser drawers.

Make a set of *'dividers"
keep dresser drawers neat.

to

# Make a set of handy pockets
for hose, kerchiefs, etc, to in-
crease storage space.

• Make a pad for dresser drawer
to protect your nicest slips and
underwear from snagging.

Let your mother or leader help
you make a choice. Keep color
schemes in mind so the dresser item
will fit in with colors you are al-
ready using. It will add beauty as
well as neatness.

Assignment Make the item you
choose and report time
and cost on the report
sheet. If you wish to
do something extra,
make more than one
item.

—13—

Making a Covered Box

Study the following steps in
making a covered box, and note
Pictures 20, 21 and 22.

Step I. Measuring the box.

PICTURE 20

Step 2. Notching the paper

PICTURE 21



Step 3. Folding and pasting.

PICTURE 22

"Squeegee" Boxes
tkSqueegees" are fun to make.

Choose gayly colored pieces of
dress material, with a piece of plain
material for lining. Search your
mother's scrap bag for interesting
pieces. '

A "squeegee" is a melon-shaped
box with three sides covered with
cloth. Small ones hold earrings and
small jewelry; middle-sized ones
hold bracelets and combs, and large
ones can hold ribbons, small ties,
and belts. A small one may be 3
inches long by 1% inches wide; a
medium-sized one often measures
6 or 7 inches long by 4 or 4x/2 inches
wide and a large one 9 inches long
by 5% inches wide.

Here are the directions for mak-
ing a "squeegee." Study Pictures
23, 24, 25, 26 and 27.

Step 1. Making a Pattern.

/
\
\

\

\
\ \

\

/

Decide on the size and mark off
a rectangle on paper with your rul-
er. Draw lines through the center
both ways. Connect the lengthwise
centers with curved lines. These
are your pattern lines. Cut this
pattern.

1
1
I
I

• ^L -

PICTURE 24

Step 2. Cutting 6 pieces of card-

board.
Place your pattern on cardboard

and cut 6 pieces—3 for the outside,
3 for the liners. Trim 1/16 inch
from the 3 liners after cutting.
They must be smaller than the 3
outside pieces. (See Picture 24
above.)

Step 3. Cutting the Cloth.
Use one of the outside cardboards

as a pattern for the outer cloth.
Cut 3 pieces. Allow % inch to fold
over the edge. Using 1 liner as a
pattern, cut 3 linings, allowing %
inch on all edges of the cloth.

PICTURE 23



Step 4. Pasting lining material
on the cardboard liner.

PICTURE 25

Spread a thin coating of library
paste on a small space of the edge
of the liner. Place liner on the lin-
ing cloth, paste side up. Bring the
14 inch allowances of the cloth
over the moist paste and press
down smoothly with your fingers.
Working a small section at a time,
you can paste the lining cloth
smoothly on the liner. Make 3 lin-
ers and set aside to dry.

Step 5. Repeat Step 4 for the
three outside cardboards and out-
side cloth.

Step 6. Pasting liner and out-
side pieces together.

PICTURE 26

Paste a lining onto each of the
3 outside sections. To do this,
spread a thin coating of library

—15—

paste on each part of uncovered
cardboard spaces. Press together.
Dry them under a weight. The lin-
ers will be 1/16 inches smaller than
the outside pieces of the box when
finished.

Step 7. Cross-stitching the box.

You are now ready to attach the
3 melon-shaped pieces together Ao
make the box. Use a cross-stitch
for this work. Choose a contrasting
color of 3 strand embroidery cotton
or coarser embroidery thread and
a strong needle.

First, cross-stitch one side of each
of two pieces (See top of Picture
27). Use stitches Ts inch deep and
about T 8 inch apart. You will need
your strong needle here to stitch
through cardboard and cloth.

These cross-stitched "sides" of
two pieces are the top edges of the
box. They are not caught together.

There is a third piece, which is
the '"bottom" of the box. Fit it onto
the ones with the cross-stitched
tops, and catch it to each of the
other pieces with cross-stitches,
working with one piece at a time.

You will find the work easier if
you first catch the points of two
pieces together with a pin. Do not
lap the edges. Just hold them
touching, and whip them from
point-to-point on the curve. All of
your stitches will slope in one di-
rection like this, ( / / / / /) . Later you
will stitch in the opposite direction,
making crosses like this ( X X X ) .



Be careful of two things in join-
ing the pieces of the box together.

First, begin the stitching that
joins pieces together, at least 1 inch
away from the corners of the box.
This makes a stronger seam.

Second, try to have the stitches
which catch the corners come to-
gether m a triangle. The triangle
makes a neater closing.

Test Your Box: If you have put
the sections together correctly, the
box will be strong and will "pop
open*' at the top when you press
the ends. It must be tight enough
to spring back and stay closed.

The finished "squeegee" box with
all sides cross-stitched.

PICTURE 27

Dresser Drawer Dividers
To keep a dresser drawer from

being a "tumble-jumble," try mak-
ing "dividers." You will be sur-
prised how much space you gain.

Choose heavy cardboard, plain or
in color. Cut 2 or 3 pieces the
length of your dresser drawer and
2% inches wide. Then notch them
as in Picture 28, cutting a slot %
inch, in a V-shape at the top and

half way through the board. The
size of the "box spaces" and the
number depend upon what you
store m the drawer. Slips, for in-
stance, would require 7 or 8 inch
space, while a pile of handkerchiefs
needs only a 4-inch spot.

Slots cut in strips of cardboard
for drawer dividers,

PICTURE 28

"Handy" Pockets
Space on the sides of dresser

drawers is usually wasted. You
can save this space by making plas-
tic or cloth pockets to tack along
the sides.

They will store hose, ribbons,
belts, kerchiefs, etc., and give much
more room for other items below.

What to Use
Select thin plastic material or

any firm cotton material. You may
want to use a piece like your dress-
er scarf or curtains.

One-half yard (18 inches) of 36-
inch material will make three sets
of pockets 15 inches long and 5
inches wide. Pockets this size will
fit across the ends of the average
dresser drawer. Buy a package of
bias tape, % inch wide in any color
that matches your color scheme.



Making the Pockets

Step 1. To make one set of pock-
ets, cut a strip of material 5 inches
wide and the length of the side or
the end of the dresser drawer. De-
cide on the number of pockets you
want for the strip. Then cut a
second strip of material just as
wide as the first piece, plus one
extra inch for each pocket. You
will use the extra inches to add
pleats to the pockets. See Picture
29.

PICTURE 29

Step 2. Bind one lengthwise
edge of each strip. See Picture 30.

Step 3* Mark the center of each
strip with a pin. See Picture 30.

Step 4. Beginning at the center
aA*' of the shorter piece, divide the
distance from center to "B" and
center to "C" (shown in Picture
30) into as many pockets as you

B

B

A C

PICTURE 3O
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think you wish. Mark with pins or
a pencil. A pocket 5 inches by 5
inches is nice for socks or hose
but you may want larger ones, too.

Step 5. Put the centers of the
two pieces together and pin. The
longer one will be on top and al-
lows for fullness in pockets.

Step 6. Lay small pleats in the
longer strip to make it fit the
marked pockets as in Picture 31.
Baste the pleats in place.

Pockets with pleats placed and
basted.

PICTURE 31

Step 7. Attach the pockets per-
manently by stitching strips of bias
binding along the pinned pocket
lines, but not at the ends. See Pic-
ture 32.

Bias binding along the pockets.

PICTURE 32



Step 8. You have two ends and
one long side to bind. Bind the
long side, which is the bottom, first.
Next, bind the two short ends and
leave 34 inch of tape at top and
bottom on each end.

PICTURE 33

Turn in the ragged ends of these
% inch tape tabs and stitch as
shown in Picture 33. You can use
these strong tabs to tack the pock-
ets to the wooden sides of the dress-
er drawer.

A Dresser-Drawer Pad
Your good underwear may be

made of materials that will catch
on the rough wood of a dresser
drawer. Why not protect it and
also make something attractive for
your room? A dresser-drawer pad
will help. It is simple to make.

Making the Pad

Step 1. Select fine crepe paper
the color of your other dresser or
room items.

Step 2. Cut two pieces the exact
size of the bottom of the dresser
drawer. Cut a piece of sheet cotton

or a thin layer of comforter cotton
1 inch smaller than the pieces of
crepe paper. Place it between
them.

Step 3. Pin the pieces together
around the outside edges. See Pic-
ture 34.

PICTURE 3 4

Step 4. With your ruler, mark
the surface into 3-inch squares.
Make light pencil dots to show the
3-inch spaces. See Picture 35.

Dresser pad marked off for tying.

—, —t —HI f — | f -r^_

PICTURE 3B

Step 5. Thread heavy embroid-
ery thread of a contrasting color
into a darning needle.
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1/ou Satisfied?

Judging your own work is impoitant Use the score card below to

decide whether you are satisfied with your dresser scarf

Material Y E S N O

Can sou wash and iron the material and trim-
ming easily7

Does it go well with other cloth m the room7

Does it protect the dresser wood?

Color and Design

Is the color in harmony with the room colors7

Is the trimming suited to the material and to
other furnishings7

Your Work

Aie the hems strong and even7

Is the embroidery neatly finished on light and
wrong sides7

Aie ends oi threads secure7

Appearance

Is it clean and well pressed7

Is it even and straight on all edges9

-20



When \fou "Demonstrate
?or your Club

Before you finish your club pioiect \ou will be asked to give a simple,
short demonstration at one club meeting to show what \ ou have learned
and to help others Here are a tew demonstiation ideas

Making a dusting mitten

Using a dusting mitten

Making and using a "dustless" dust cloth

Storing our dusters

Making a bed

A picture for my room

Correct frames for pictures

How to hang a picture

Correct designs for dressei scaifs

Paper-covered dresser boxes

The "squeegee" dxesser box

Pockets for your dressei drawer

Dividing space m a drawer

A dresser-drawer pad

Interesting pictures to frame

ON THE COVER is shown Sandra Games of Roil m Yuma Countv and hei
"4-H club girl's room "
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